
Client’s Business:-
Client is Portugal’s leading Super/Hyper Market chain of stores, consisting of 33 - stores network and employs about 8,000 employees.  
This is the �rst Business group in the �eld of modern distribution in the country. It marked the Portuguese market with a set of
innovations through hyper markets.

Challenges:-
Client performed store-compliance inspections using pen & paper based surveys which was their traditional way of store inspections in 
which the check list questionnaire contains 150+ questions to conduct an inspection which consumed more man power and time. 
Management found these procedures very ine�cient. 
The inspector had to inspect and re-type the executed checklists on their computer and send the �nal result to central management. 
Tasks against non-compliance and allocate the tasks to store executives based on their hierarchal levels were challenging and following 
the task status was di�cult to handle.
Immediate noti�cations service such as Email and SMS against a task was challenging.
Web portal logins for individual users based on their designation were absent.
Client looking forward for a solution  to deliver essential store compliance and accurate reports to management quicker and to streamline 
their inspection process to send immediate results to the management, once the inspections are done.
Informing store executives about the non-compliances detected in store during inspection and notify the tasks against the 
non-compliance for allocated users about the non-compliances is again challenging.
Client faced challenges in providing access to store executive or the authorized person to track and complete the non-compliant tasks. 
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By understanding the clients pain areas, we proposed the 

below end to end simpli�ed solution and the client were 

elated!

Complete Inspection life-cycle management is 

incorporated into this solution allowing the client to take 

complete control over the way the store-compliance 

inspections are done.

Windows OS mobile app is been developed on the mobile 

side for end to end process.

An exclusive web portal access is been provided with 

individual login for the users to view the non-compliance 

tasks and update the status accordingly as well to view the 

reports , change the status etc.,

An user friendly checklist questionnaire is con�gured in 

Windows device for the store inspector to conduct 

inspections.

Inspection time reduced from 1 hour to 20 minutes, since 

the entire checklist is auto-con�gured in the windows 

device.

Using our application, inspection data is streamlined 

including attachments such as pictures for the non-com-

pliances for data quality assurance and all the reports are 

highly customizable as per the need.

Using the handheld device with the advanced checklist 

con�guration, data collection during inspection was 

accelerated and input errors were minimized when 

compared to the earlier traditional approach.

Checklists are con�gurable, which enabled the stores to 

use di�erent checklist whenever required.

Reports and data are automatically delivered on a daily 

basis. Inspections are constantly synched with the central 

system for analysis, processing & reporting. This enhanced 

the productivity of store inspectors.

Through immediate noti�cation service through SMS and 

Email, tracking the raised non-compliance was made very 

very easy when an inspection was done.

To track the information easily, history of task is recorded 

along with the geo-tagged pictures for a non-compliance 

issue when raised.

Inspections on-the-go allowed the store users to conduct 

store-compliance inspections while being either o�ine or 

online.

Through the solutions provided the clients business 

production got a tremendous boost, allowing client to 

react to store compliance issues mush faster and with 

better accuracy.
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